Situation:

A lingering surface low over the coastal plains will continue to draw in tropical moisture into the South. Numerous showers and thunderstorms developed and lingered across the Gulf States, yielding high rainfall amounts. Stay tuned to your local National Weather Service for the latest updates, watches and warnings.

Southeast LA:

Isolated showers and thunderstorms will develop this afternoon and into the early evening hours. Some of these storms could produce local heavy rainfall, frequent lightning strikes and gusty winds. Lower portions of the Amite River Basin toward Lake Maurepas continue to be impacted by flooding. Tributaries in East Baton Rouge, Iberville, Ascension, Livingston, St. James and St. John the Baptist Parishes are experiencing backwater flooding. Please

State EOC Activation Level: Level III


State Declaration
Proclamation 111-JBE - 2016 State of Emergency - Heavy Rain and Flooding